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Description  
The Asian Development Bank (ADB) approved the Pacific Business Investment Facility (BIF) on 26 
September 2014. BIF was expected to be operational for five years with funding of $12.5 million, of which 
$1.5 million was from ADB’s Technical Assistance Special Fund (TASF) and $11 million in co-financing 
from the Australian Government. The Australian Government’s contribution was revised down to $7.98 
million in February 2016 and further to $4.58 million on 18 April 2018. BIF’s objective is to address the 
issue of limited access to finance for small and medium enterprises (SMEs) in 13 Pacific island countries 
by providing advisory services and facilitating commercial finance to SMEs.1  
 
Expected Impact, Outcome, and Outputs 
The TA’s expected impact was sustainable growth of the private sector and its outcome was 
commercially successful and sustainable small and medium enterprises (SMEs) in 13 Pacific island 
countries. The TA had three outputs: (i) business advisory services provided to SMEs in selected Pacific 
island countries; (ii) concessional loans from the Pacific Business Investment Trust Fund received by 
selected SMEs in parallel with commercial finance; and (iii) project management services effectively 
delivered. The TA targeted that (i) at least $15 million of additional finance for SMEs will be leveraged 
from commercial sources; (ii) at least 100 supported SMEs will expand or diversify operations; and (iii) at 
least 1,000 jobs will be created or saved in supported SMEs.  
 
Delivery of Inputs and Conduct of Activities  
BIF started operations in Fiji, Solomon Islands, Vanuatu, Papua New Guinea and Tonga in 2015, 
followed by Samoa in December 2016 and Kiribati in March 2017. On 18 April 2018, the Government of 
Australia reduced its co-financing to $4.58 million. As a result, the TA was closed on 1 November 2018, 
10 months before its scheduled closure on 31 August 2019. The Australian Government’s decision was 
based on its strategic decision to reallocate funding to support increased direct engagement in the 
Pacific, as outlined in the Australia’s Foreign Policy White Paper. An amount of $1.25 million, mostly 
reflecting ADB’s proportionate contribution, remained undisbursed due to TA closure. Details of TA 
activities undertaken and completed until closure are given below: 
 
Output 1: Business advisory services provided to SMEs in selected Pacific island countries. BIF was 
implemented for 4 years and achieved the following results against its 5-year targets: 23 SMEs (target 
100) received approval for $11.51 million (target $15 million) in commercial finance. Women-managed 
and/or owned businesses accounted for 9 (target 20) of these 23 SMEs. A total of 277 businesses (target 
185) received formal business advice. Twenty-six SMEs (target 20) received support through 
collaboration with other development partner programs. A total of 91 missions were fielded by BIF 
consultants resulting in over 650 business meetings. The TA discontinued its activities under Output 1 on 
28 February 2018 due to cessation of co-financing. 

                                                      
1 In this paper, Pacific Island countries refers to Cook Islands, Fiji, Kiribati, the Marshall Islands, the Federal States of Micronesia, 
Palau. Nauru, Papua New Guinea, Samoa, Solomon Islands, Tonga, Tuvalu and Vanuatu. 



 
 

 
Output 2: Concessional loans from the Pacific Business Investment Trust Fund received by selected 
SMEs in parallel with commercial finance. An assessment conducted in February 2016 on viability of 
concessional loans concluded that this output should not be pursued due to reluctance by banks to offer 
loans on concessionary terms and to share collateral with ADB on a proportional basis. Consequently, 
the Australian Government decided not to pursue Output 2 and not disburse the initially allocated A$3 
million for this Output. 
 
Output 3: Project management services effectively delivered. A project management unit (PMU) was 
established and headed by a facility manager. The facility manager was supported by three business 
advisors and an administrative staff. In addition, a monitoring and evaluation expert performed data 
collation, analysis and reporting. Internal management meetings, headed by the Technical Assistance 
Supervising Unit officer, were held with select SMEs seeking advisory assistance. Bi-annual meetings 
were held with the Government of Australia to discuss the TA’s progress, work program, and future 
course.  
 
Evaluation of Outputs and Achievement of Outcome  
In 4 years of operations, the BIF made significant progress towards its five-year targets. SMEs supported 
by BIF (i) created or saved 1,155 jobs (target 1,000 businesses), of which 548 jobs were held by women; 
and (ii) achieved a 58 percent increase in gross profits of SMEs (target 25 percent). The performance of 
ADB staff, PMU staff, consultants and the co-financier (Australian Government) were satisfactory as all 
coordinated well to collectively deliver the TA outputs. The supported SMEs appreciated the quality and 
effectiveness of business advice received from the BIF consultants. 
 
Overall Assessment and Rating  
While BIF was on track to meet all objectives, it’s closure halfway through implementation means that not 
all final outcomes anticipated under the TA were fully met. On this basis, BIF has been rated less than 
successful.  However, if the funding had been available to complete the TA, it is likely that the objectives 
could have been met and a satisfactory rating justified. Despite a slow start, BIF was gaining momentum 
and was expected to achieve its objectives with full availability of Australian Government’s contribution. 
However, after Australia’s funding reduction, it was assessed that no significant results could be 
achieved with ADB’s remaining contribution as the facility would have lasted only a few more months. 
The TA objectives remain relevant as limited access to finance and low business skills are major 
impediments for SME growth in the Pacific region. BIF was effective in catalyzing commercial finance 
from banks, supporting women managed businesses and creating jobs and was on track to achieve its 5-
year targets. However, the TA was less than efficient as the amount of bank finance raised was low 
relative to the invested TA resources. Increased job creation and profitability of the supported businesses 
suggest that the TA impact is likely sustainable. 
   
Major Lessons 
Engaging local talent instead of engaging international consultants to identify local businesses for TA 
support can result in more effective business development. Also, building capacity of local consultants, 
trainers and business associations over time will contribute to greater efficiency and sustainability of TA 
interventions. It takes significant time and effort to establish relationship and trust with local SMEs and 
financial institutions in the Pacific region. As such, BIF was able to field missions in 7 of the 13 countries 
with allocated funding and business advisors. Expansion in all 13 countries would have required more 
funding to mobilize a greater number of consultants. 
  
Recommendations and Follow-Up Actions 
Besides SME advisory support, future ADB interventions should address capacity constraints of financial 
institutions and SME industry value chain impediments. A holistic approach in designing SME support 
programs is important to ensure effectiveness and sustainability.  
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